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Abstract—Hydro-pneumatic spring have been widely used
in the field of vehicle suspension because of the typical
nonlinear characteristics, but the high working temperature
will influence the viscosity of oil and the endurance life of
rubber seal, therefore, it is particularly necessary to study
the thermal dynamics of the hydro-pneumatic spring. In the
article, the differential equations of oil and gas medium
temperature variation with internal energy are derived, in
addition, the random excitation input of hydro-pneumatic
spring is determined by dynamic modeling. After that, the
thermal equilibrium temperature of hydro-pneumatic
spring under different pavement excitation are simulated
and analyzed, it can be used to guide the design of
suspension.

wall temperature of the p iston rod, Tg 2 is wall
temperature of the piston rod,  2 is piston rod wall
thickness, Lq is the piston rod length exposed to air , Dgn
is the inner diameter of piston rod, Dgw is the piston rod
diameter, V is the velocity of the piston rod, Vc is the
outside air flow rate.

Index Terms—hydro-pneumatic spring, thermodynamic
modeling, vehicle dynamics, heat balance temperature

I.

INT RODUCT ION

Inert gas is usually used to act as an elastic element for
storing vibration energy in oil gas suspension. The
vibration energy dissipated by damping device is
converted into heat energy, a part of the heat energy is
emitted into the environ ment through the cylinder surface.
Another part of the heat energy can change suspension
inner energy, thus the oil temperature rises. When the
temperature is over the seal temperature limit , the oil-gas
leakage phenomenon will appear, so that the whole
system can not work normally. System temperature rise is
related to many factors, so temperature rise property is
researched by establishing oil gas suspension thermal
model in this article.
II.

Figure 1. Hydro-pneumatic spring thermal physical model.

III.

HYDRO-PNEUMAT IC SPRING THERMAL
M AT HMAT ICAL M ODEL

A. Suspension Input Excitation

OIL GAS SUSPENSION THERMAL PHYSICAL M ODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, the thermodynamics of physical
model o f oil gas suspension was established under the
forced convection condition. In which Dhw is the outer
cylinder d iameter, Dhn is the inner diameter of cy linder,
Ty is the oil temperature, Tw1 is the inner wall
temperature of the cylinder, Tw 2 is the outer wall
temperature of cylinder, 1 is the cylinder wall th ickness,
T is the ambient temperature, L5 is the floating p iston
thickness, Tq is nitrogen gas temperature, Tg1 is inner

Figure 2. Vehicle dynamics model

According to Newton's laws of motion to establish 1/4
vehicle dynamics model [1], [2]:
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And spring relative velocity is：
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The 4-Runge Kutta method is used to solve the thermal
mathematical model:
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Write out the characteristic value and vector equation
by using the complex modal method:

t 2 M  t C  K  u  0

(3)

In wh ich,  is characteristic value, u is characteristic
vector.
The equation has the non-zero solution necessary and
sufficient condition is:
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corresponding characteristic vector is ur , put it into the
formula (3):
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In wh ich, hwo is convective heat transfer coefficient
for the outer surface of the cylinder, in addit ion, the area
of air contact is:
(15)
Awo   Dhw Ly
The heat transfer caused by the temperature difference
between the inner and outer walls of the cylinder is
calculated according to the heat conduction equation in
the column coordinate system:
(16)

In wh ich, r is thermal conductivity of cy linder
material.
The convection heat transfer between the inner wall of
the cylinder and the oil is as follows:

The oil gas suspension relative displacement is ：
x  xs  xu .
And suspension relative velocity is： x  xs  xu

dQwi
 hwi Awi Ty  Tw1 
dt

The oil gas spring relative displacement is：
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dt

 pAh

dQw
Tw1  Tw2
 2 Ly r
ln  Dhn / Dhw 
dt

Using complex modal transformation:

X n  uzr , X n  tr uzr

dt

dQwo
 hwo Awo Tw2  T 
dt

The formu la (5) is decoupled and written the scalars
form[4]：

zr  tr zr  mr1uT ku q

dTy

The heat transfer between the cylinder and the outside
air is convective heat transfer. According to the Newton's
law of cooling, the general exp ression of heat transfer is
determined as follows:

The complex modal response array is：

z   z1

 my cpy

m
c
In which y is oil mass, py is specific heat capacity at
constant pressure for oil.
As well as the external work done on oil is:

dWy

Put the state variable y into the formula (2) [3] ,

(11)

B. Thermal Mathematical Model
Firstly, the oil internal energy could be written as:

d U y 

In which, n is the number of freedom degree.
Corresponding to any characteristic value tr ，and the
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In which, hwi is convective heat transfer coefficient on
the inner surface of cylinder. Contact area with oil liquid
is:
(18)
Awi   Dhn Ly

In which, hgo is convective heat transfer coefficient
on the external surface of accu mulator, the area of contact
with the air is:

Ago   Dxw Lq

The floating piston is calculated by the heat conduction
mode, and the heat transfer is as follows:
Ty  Tq
dQf
 r Ax 
dt
L5

(19)

And the unit time heat transfer of the inner wall and
nitrogen is:

dQw
dt
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1
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In wh ich, hgi is convective heat transfer coefficient on
the inner surface of accumulator, the contact area with
nitrogen is similar to that of:

 T 
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The total heat emitted fro m the liquid to the outside is
as follows:
dQy
dt

Ty  Tq

 r   Dx2 

4 L5
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The expression of oil temperature rise is obtained:
dTy
my cpy
 Cy  By Ty  pAuVd  CyTq  ByT (23)
dt
In which,
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Thermodynamic energy expression of nitrogen could
be deduced according to the Vander Waals equations of
the real gas state:

dt
In which
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As well as the external work done on gas is:
dWq
dt
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The expression of temperature rise of n itrogen is
obtained:
(25)
mq cqυ

The convective heat transfer between the outer wall of
the piston rod and the air can be determined according to
the Newton cooling formula:
dQgo
(26)
 hgo Ago Tg 2  T 
dt
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dQg  1
ln  Dx / Dxw  



2 Lq r 
dt  hgi Agi

And the gas total calories which transfer to the outside
is：
dQq

 AxVd .

(30)

ln  Dx / Dxw 

The expression of co mprehensive heat transfer of
nitrogen is obtained:
dQg

dTq

Tg1  Tg2

 2 Lq r

It is known fro m the heat transfer relat ionship that the
work temperature formula is:

4 L5

dU q

(29)

The unit time heat conduction equation caused by the
temperature difference between the inner and outer walls
of the piston rod is as follows:

ln  Dhn / Dhw 
1
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Further, the exp ression of integrated heat transfer in oil
liquid is derived:
dQw

dt

 hgi Agi Tq  Tg1 

dQgi

According to the principle of heat transfer:
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The system temperature rise could be analy zed through
the first law of thermodynamics:

dW dQ dU


dt
dt
dt
In wh ich,

(35)

dW
is the system get the power fro m
dt

dQ
is the system heat transfer to the outside in a
dt
dU
unit time,
is the internal energy increment of the
dt
system in a unit time.
outside,

IV.

Figure 5. Unevenness of sand and gravel pavement .

HEAT BALANCE CALCULAT ION OF OIL GAS
SUSPENSION

The thermodynamic model o f hydro-pneumatic spring
is calculated through the mathematical software Matlab.
Parameters are set as follows:
Dhw  0.145m , Dhn  0.125m , Dgn  0.08m ,

Dgw  0.095 m , Ly  0.37m , Lq  0.3m .
The init ial temperature and the amb ient temperature
are equal. Setting the vehicle speed is 10m/s, the
calculation results as the following diagrams:
Figure 6. Asphalt pavement unevenness.

Figure 3. Road spectrum of D grade.
Figure 7. T emperature rise of suspension on the D grade road.

Figure 4. Pebble pavement spectrum.
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Figure 8. .temperature rise of suspension on the pebble pavement.
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Figure 9. Temperature rise of suspension on sand and gravel pavement.

As the Fig. 3-6 shows, the road surface roughness of
standard D grade is significantly greater than the other
pavement, and it can be seen from Fig.7-10, the vehicle
which install the oil gas suspension travel on the four
road surface at the same speed and same time range, the
suspension oil temperature reached to 405K when the
vehicle on the D grade road , and it reached to 362K
when vehicle travel on the pebble road, so we can get
the result that follo wing the increas e of the pavement
spectrum density, vehicle suspension need to attenuate
more impact energy fro m the ground. At the same t ime,
the suspension thermal model als o could lay the
foundation for the fu rther develop ment of the power
consumption of the system.
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Figure 10. temperature rise of suspension on asphalt pavement .
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